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ABSTRACT

Many titanium alloy subcomponents are subjected to fatigue loading in aerospace engineering, resulting in fatigue
failure. The fatigue behavior of Ti2AlNb alloy subcomponents was investigated based on the Seeger fatigue life
theory and the improved Lemaitre damage evolution theory. Firstly, the finite element models of the standard open-
hole specimen and Y-section subcomponents have been established by ABAQUS. The damage model parameters
were determined by fatigue tests, and the reliability of fatigue life simulation results of the Ti2AlNb alloy standard
open-hole specimen was verified. Meanwhile, the fatigue life of Ti2AlNb alloy Y-section subcomponents was
predicted. Under the same initial conditions, the average error of fatigue life predicted by two different models
was 20.6%. Finally, the effects of loading amplitude, temperature, and Y-interface angle on fatigue properties of
Ti2AlNb Y-section subcomponents were investigated. These results provide a new idea for evaluating the fatigue
life of various Ti2AlNb alloy subcomponents.
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1 Introduction

Advances in the aerospace industry require new lightweight materials and complex integral
component forming technologies to improve fuel efficiency and payloads. Ti2AlNb alloy has good
plasticity and fracture toughness at room temperature, creep and fatigue resistance at a high temper-
ature, high Young’s modulus, and specific strength. Compared with the traditional high-temperature
titanium alloy, the upper limit of application temperature of Ti2AlNb alloy exceeds 600°C and reaches
650°C∼700°C [1–4].

Many titanium alloy subcomponents are subjected to fatigue loading in aerospace engineering,
resulting in fatigue failure. The fatigue behavior of Ti2AlNb alloy subcomponents is fundamental. The
fatigue properties of Ti2AlNb alloy were mainly studied by analyzing the influence of microstructure,
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alloy composition and surface treatment. Through the study of the Orthorhombic structure (O phase),
the formation mechanism of Ti2AlNb alloy is diverse and complex, and the formation of the material
is strongly dependent on the thermal machining process [5–8]. When the O phase layer is thick, the
longer the slip path, the lower the fatigue life. The thin O phase layer and the dense O/B2 phase
interface can improve the fatigue crack initiation resistance. By adjusting the ratio of Al/Nb or adding
alloying elements, such as Mo, Zr, Fe, Ta, W, Si and V, the mechanical properties of Ti2AlNb alloy, such
as strength, plasticity, oxidation resistance and creep resistance, have been significantly changed [9–
12]. For instance, W effectively improves the high temperature tensile strength of Ti2AlNb alloy from
752 to 1123 MPa [13]. Zhang et al. [14,15] studied the effect of cooling rate on the microstructure
and tensile properties of Ti2AlNb alloy. Chen et al. [16] studied the effect of shot peening on the
fatigue performance of Ti2AlNb. They measured the residual stress of the specimen after glass fine
shot peening by X-ray diffraction and electropolishing. Based on the image crystal plasticity model,
Fu et al. [17] studied the influence of size and distribution for the O phase on the fracture properties of
Ti2AlNb superalloy. After shot peening, residual compressive stress was introduced into the surfaces
of samples, which offset part of the tensile stress, delayed the initiation and propagation of cracks, and
significantly increased the fatigue strength limit from 170 to 360 MPa and the high cycle fatigue life is
prolonged more than 25 times [16,18]. The study of fatigue properties and deformation behaviour of
Ti2AlNb alloy focuses on the material parts, and the fatigue behavior of subcomponents needs further
study.

The fatigue life prediction of titanium alloy can be divided into three main criteria: stress criteria
[19,20], energy criteria [21–23] and strain criteria [24–26]. The stress criterion is suitable for the
life prediction of High Cycle Fatigue (HCF). The energy criterion considers that material damage
accumulates strain energy caused by stress. When the energy reaches the critical value, the material
will fail, and it cannot reflect the difference in the influence of various stress (strain) components on
the material failure. The strain criterion of Morrow et al. [22] has been widely applied to the fatigue life
prediction of elastic-plastic materials under Low Cycle Fatigue (LCF). Based on the strain criterion,
Bäumel et al. [27] first found that a uniform description of fatigue parameters of different types of
metal materials would lead to errors, so fatigue parameter expressions of steel, titanium and aluminium
were given respectively. Seeger theory general slope method has significant advantages in the fatigue life
prediction of titanium alloys. Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM) has been rapidly developed and
applied in recent years. CDM theory connects fatigue with microcrack evolution and further develops
the traditional fatigue theory [28–31]. Compared with the classical fatigue theory, CDM theory is
more consistent with the microscopic mechanism of the fatigue process observed in the experiments.
The damage variable can measure the fatigue damage process more directly, which is convenient for
considering the fatigue damage. Zhou et al. [32,33] improved the Lemaitre damage evolution model
and applied the CDM method to fatigue damage and life prediction of titanium alloy TC4 materials
and components, achieving excellent accuracy.

To sum up, the fatigue behavior of Ti2AlNb alloy subcomponents is still an open question.
Seeger fatigue life theory and the improved Lemaitre damage evolution theory are used to predicting
the fatigue life of Ti2AlNb alloy standard open-hole specimen and Y-section subcomponents. The
research method has a particular reference significance for predicting the fatigue life of Ti2AlNb
alloy subcomponents and provides a new idea for evaluating the fatigue life of various engineering
structures.
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2 Methodology
2.1 Seeger Theory

Seeger theory has been widely used to estimate the elastic-plastic stress and strain of notched parts
under uniaxial or multiaxial stress (monotone and cyclic loading). Its accuracy has also been verified
in relevant experiments [34].
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where b is the fatigue strength exponent (Basquin’s exponent), σ
′
f is the fatigue strength coefficient and

Nf is the number of cycles to failure.

The true fracture strength (or stress) is shown to be:

σf = Pf
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(3)

where Pf is the load at fracture, and Af is the cross-sectional area at fracture.

The fatigue ductility coefficient, ε
′
f , is approximately equal to the true fracture ductility εf . The

true fracture ductility was shown to be:
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where A0 is the original cross-sectional area.

Fatigue life can also be approximated by Eq. (5).
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The fatigue strength exponent will usually be between −0.05 and −0.12. The fatigue ductility
exponent, c, will usually be between −0.5 and −0.7.

From Eqs. (1) and (2), the following relation can be deduced:
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(7)

Seeger theory involves fatigue parameters as shown in Table 1, a = 1.0 when σb/E is less than
0.003, otherwise a = 1.375 – 125σb/E. σb is tensile strength.

2.2 The Improved Lemaitre Damage Evolution Theory
In the framework of CDM, damage is defined as the development of pores in microscopic,

submicroscopic, and macroscopic fracture processes of materials, which is accompanied by the
deterioration of the mechanical properties of materials. The ‘damage’ does not correspond to the actual
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crack. In metallic materials, the damage usually has no directivity, called isotropic damage, and can
be expressed as a scalar quantity.

Table 1: Seeger theoretical method fatigue parameters of titanium alloy

σ
′
f ε

′
f b c n′ K ′

1.67σu 0.35 −0.095 −0.69 0.11 1.61σu

According to the equivalent strain hypothesis proposed by Lemaitre and Desmorat, the effective
stress acting on the effective area can be defined as:

σ̃ij = σij

1 − D
(8)

where σij is the nominal stress, without considering the influence of damage, D is the damage variable.

According to the constitutive damage model proposed by Krajcinovic and Lemaitre, the fatigue
damage of metal materials in LCF is mainly caused by accumulated plastic strain. The greater the
cumulative plastic deformation, the more excellent the energy dissipation caused by damage.

Damage increment, Ḋ, can be expressed as:

Ḋ = Y
S

ṗ (9)

Damage strain energy release rate, Y , can be expressed as:

Y = σ 2
eqRV

2E (1 − D)
2 (10)

where S is material constant, ṗ is cumulative plastic strain increment, σeq is Von Mises stress, and RV

is stress triaxiality. In uniaxial state, RV is 1.

Substitute Eq. (10) into Eq. (9)

Ḋ = σ 2
eqRV

2ES (1 − D)
2 ṗ (11)

According to the study of Zhou et al. [32], Eq. (11) cannot sufficiently describe the phenomenon
of a sharp increase in damage of titanium alloy materials before failure. Eq. (11) is improved as:

Ḋ = σ 2
eqRV

2ES (1 − D)
α
(1 − D/Dc)

ṗ (12)

where α is the material constant, and Dc is damage limit.

For the LCF behavior of metal materials, the Ramberg-Osgood cycle is usually adopted. Within
a stable cycle, the plastic strain can be expressed as:

�p
2

=
(

�σeq

2K (1 − D)

)1/n

(13)

where �p is the change of cumulative plastic strain in a cycle, K is the cyclic strengthening coefficient,
n is the cyclic strain hardening exponent.
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The equivalent stress difference, �σeq, can be expressed as:

�σeq = �σ
′
eq − �σ

′′
eq < σ

′′
m > (14)

where �σ
′
eq is the peak equivalent stress, �σ′′

eq is the valley equivalent stress, σ′′
m is the average stress.

Assuming that the damage changes very little in a cycle, it can be approximated that the damage
variable D in Eq. (13) is a specific value. By differentiating both ends of Eq. (13), the plastic strain rate
can be obtained:
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By using the established damage constitutive relation Eqs. (13), (15), and damage evolution
Eq. (12), the change process of D at any point in the whole fatigue process can be theoretically given
through numerical analysis. When D reaches Dc at the danger point, fatigue failure occurs in the
subcomponents, which can be expressed as follows:∫ Nf

0

δD
δN

dN = Dc (16)

where
δD
δN

is the damage increment within a cycle.

In order to calculate
δD
δN

quickly and accurately, the following two assumptions are proposed:

A. Within a cycle, the damage changes, �D, very little, and D can be approximated as a constant;

B. When Dc is small, D is a small quantity, so the stress field variation between different cycles
can be ignored.

By differentiating both ends of Eq. (12):

dD = σ 2
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For symmetric fatigue cycles, the hysteresis loop is central symmetry:
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By substituting Eqs. (14), (15) and (17) into Eq. (18) and integrating them, the fatigue damage
within a cycle can be obtained, that is, the cumulative damage of Ti2AlNb alloy in each loading
cycle is:
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where S is a variable mainly related to �σeq:
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2
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Material parameters involved in the damage model are shown in Table 2 [35].
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Table 2: Damage parameters of Ti2AlNb alloy

A B K n α Dc

77.62 0.0023 2104 0.133 4.1 0.06

2.3 Material Parameters of Ti2AlNb Alloy
2.3.1 Young’s Modulus and Poisson’s Ratio

In order to measure the Elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of Ti2AlNb alloy, the bar specimens
were tested using the dynamic (acoustic resonance) method according to ASTM E1875-20. The data
required for the excerpt is shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Elastic modulus, shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio of Ti2AlNb alloy

Temperature, T(oC) E(GPa) G(GPa) ν

24 113.2 43.5 0.301
500 103.7 39.5 0.313
600 99.7 37.9 0.315
700 95.0 36.1 0.316

2.3.2 High Temperature Fatigue Tests of Standard Open-Hole Specimens

As the operating temperature range of Ti2AlNb alloy subcomponents includes 500°C∼700°C, the
standard open-hole specimen was selected for the test, as shown in Fig. 1. The machine used in high
temperature tensile test is shown in Fig. 2. The results of the static tensile test are shown in Fig. 3,
the tensile strength of 550°C and 650°C is 990 and 908 MPa, respectively. The machine used in high
temperature fatigue tensile test is shown in Fig. 4. The fatigue test results are shown in Table 4, where
R is stress ratio, F is the maximum tensile force, ε is the maximum strain, and Nf is fatigue life. In this
paper, the LCF life of subcomponents is mainly studied. Therefore, the failure cycles of Ti2AlNb alloy
standard open-hole specimens are all lower than 104.

Figure 1: The size of Ti2AlNb alloy standard open-hole specimen
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Figure 2: High temperature tensile testing machine (Tinius Olsen 100ST)

3 Numerical Simulations of Ti2AlNb Alloy Subcomponents

Numerical methods to simulate the behavior of materials can reduce the design and experimental
costs, and the combination of experimental and simulated data is more consistent with the actual
situation [36]. Firstly, the finite element model (FEM) of Ti2AlNb alloy standard open-hole specimens
were analyzed for grid convergence. Then, the fatigue life of Ti2AlNb alloy standard open-hole
specimens was predicted. The reliability of the two theoretical methods was analyzed and the fatigue
parameters were determined. Finally, the two theoretical methods were used to predict the fatigue life
of Ti2AlNb alloy Y-section subcomponents.

3.1 Mesh Size of Standard Open-Hole Specimens
The FEM model of Ti2AlNb alloy standard open-hole specimen was established in ABAQUS

software. Three-dimensional four-node linear solid elements (C3D4) were used in the model. The
element is defined by four nodes with three degrees of freedom for each node: translations in the
nodal directions, x, y and z. To accurately obtain the local stress field of the specimen under cyclic
loading, high-quality mesh discretization is needed [37].
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Figure 3: Tensile stress-strain curve

Figure 4: High temperature fatigue tensile testing machine (Instron 8801)

Table 4: Fatigue test data of Ti2AlNb alloy standard open-hole specimen

T(oC) R F(kN) ε(%) Nf

550 −1

12.84 1.353 492
10.52 1.057 1357
9.25 0.931 2467
7.16 0.718 5298
6.73 0.592 7627

650 −1

8.56 0.992 714
7.75 0.668 1861
6.41 0.616 3634
6.05 0.583 6923
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The convergence solution independent of the mesh size is obtained in the numerical calculation
after the mesh sensitivity analysis, as shown in Fig. 5. When the global mesh size (GS) is 2 mm, and the
local mesh size (LS) is 0.2 mm, the numerical calculation accuracy and calculation time are the best
for the Seeger fatigue life theory. A total of 31,765 elements are created, as shown in Fig. 6a. When the
GS is 2 mm, and the LS is 1 mm, the numerical calculation accuracy and calculation time are the best
for the improved Lemaitre damage evolution theory. A total of 15,265 elements are created, as shown
in Fig. 6b.

Figure 5: Scatter diagrams of trend of solution convergence of Ti2AlNb alloy standard open-hole
specimens model based on mesh size (Initial conditions: T = 550°C, F = 7.16 kN)

Figure 6: Grid size of Ti2AlNb alloy standard open-hole specimen

Seeger method is to directly predict the fatigue life through empirical formulas based on the stress
calculation results, so selecting finer grid elements is useful to improve the accuracy. The improved
Lemaitre method calculates the cumulative damage according to the average stress of the grid. If the
grid elements are selected too fine, the grid stiffness at the stress concentration will degrade rapidly
until failure, leading to a large error in the predicted fatigue life. Therefore, selecting an appropriate
grid element density can reduce the error.
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3.2 Predicting Fatigue Life of Standard Open-Hole Specimen by Seeger Theory
Based on Seeger fatigue life theory, the static tensile results of the Ti2AlNb alloy standard open-

hole specimen of FEM were post-processed in FE-SAFE software. The fatigue cloud diagram of the
FEM was generated, and showed the predicted fatigue life of a finite element structure at different
positions. According to Fig. 7a, when F = 12.84 kN, the fatigue life of the most dangerous point Nf =
102.782, that is, failure after 605 cycles. According to Fig. 7b, when F = 6.73 kN, the fatigue life of the
most dangerous point Nf = 103.908, that is, failure after 8,090 cycles.

Figure 7: Seeger theoretical fatigue life cloud diagram of Ti2AlNb alloy standard open-hole specimens

Seeger theoretical error wSeeger calculation formula is introduced:

wSeeger =
∣∣Nf −Seeger − Nf −Test

∣∣
Nf −Test

× 100% (21)

where Nf −Seeger is the maximum failure cycle number of Seeger theory, and Nf −Test is the maximum failure
cycle number of tests. The maximum number of failure cycles is the number of cycles a subcomponent
undergoes when it fails (D = Dc) under periodic load.

The fatigue life of Ti2AlNb alloy standard open-hole specimens was calculated at 550°C under
five different forces: 12.84, 10.52, 9.25, 7.16 and 6.73 kN. When the temperature is 650°C, the fatigue
life was calculated under five forces: 8.56, 7.75, 6.41 and 6.05 kN. Seeger fatigue life prediction value
(Seeger) and test fatigue life value (Test) are summarized, as shown in Fig. 8. Eq. (21) is used for error
analysis when the initial conditions are identical. The average error of maximum failure cycles at 550°C
and 650°C is 12.4% and 15.2%, respectively. The nine-point average error between the Seeger theory
and the test value is 13.8%.
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Figure 8: Scatter diagrams of Seeger theoretical fatigue life and test fatigue life of Ti2AlNb alloy
standard open-hole specimens

Although Seeger theory can predict the fatigue life of Ti2AlNb alloy specimens within the
allowable error range, there are still some defects. Seeger theory gives fatigue parameters based on
many fatigue tests of Al-Ti alloy. Still, it is not rigorous enough to adopt uniform titanium alloy
parameters for Ti2AlNb alloy. Seeger theory read the equivalent stress of all grids in a static tensile
process of the FEM. It calculates the fatigue life by using titanium alloy’s approximate fatigue life
formula, which could not show the complete stiffness degradation process.

3.3 Predicting Fatigue Life of Standard Open-Hole Specimen by the Improved Lemaitre Theory
The FEM of Ti2AlNb alloy standard open-hole specimen is subjected to axial loads on both cross-

sections. The periodic, constant amplitude load adopts the loading method of the triangular wave, and
each analysis step carries out a complete tension and compression process. The specific amplitude is
shown in Fig. 9.

Figure 9: The smooth analysis step periodic triangular wave load
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The improved Lemaitre damage evolution theory is coupled to ABAQUS through the UMAT
subroutine to simulate the low cycle fatigue damage of Ti2AlNb alloy standard open-hole specimen.
Firstly, the stress-strain field is calculated, and then the damage of elements is calculated according
to the global element stress. With the increase in the number of cycles, the damage to elements
accumulates continuously. When the damage of elements reaches critical damage (Dc = 0.06), the
element fails and loses its load-carrying capacity. The specific process is shown in Fig. 10. The
maximum number of failure cycles equals the total analysis step time multiplied by the number of
loading cycles per analysis step.

Figure 10: Flow chart of fatigue life calculated by the improved Lemaitre theory

When the initial condition is T = 550°C and F = 12.84 kN, Fig. 11 shows the fatigue damage
process of Ti2AlNb alloy standard open-hole specimen under cyclic loading. Figs. 11a–11c show
fatigue damage accumulation, and Figs. 11d–11e show the rapid expansion of fatigue damage.

The error of the improved Lemaitre damage evolution theory wLemaitre is introduced:

wLemaitre =
∣∣Nf −Lemaitre − Nf −Test

∣∣
Nf −Test

× 100% (22)

where Nf −Lemaitre is the maximum number of failure cycles of the improved Lemaitre damage evolution
theory.

The improved Lemaitre prediction value (Lemaitre) and test fatigue life value (Test) are summa-
rized, as shown in Fig. 12. Eq. (22) is used for error analysis when the initial conditions are identical.
The average error of maximum failure cycles at 550°C and 650°C is 21.4% and 12.5%, respectively. The
stiffness of the grid element degrades rapidly when the cyclic stress is high, resulting in a significant
error at 550°C. The nine-point average error between the improved Lemaitre theory and the Test value
is 16.9%.
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Figure 11: Damage evolution of Ti2AlNb alloy standard open-hole specimen (Initial conditions: T =
550°C, F = 12.84 kN)
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Figure 12: Scatter diagrams of the improved Lemaitre theoretical fatigue life and Test fatigue life of
Ti2AlNb alloy standard open-hole specimens

The difference between Seeger theory method and the improved Lemaitre damage evolution
theory in predicting the fatigue life of structural parts can be understood through the simulation in
3.2 and 3.3. The advantage of Seeger method is that it can quickly predict the fatigue life of structural
parts through empirical formulas by using the stress calculation results. The disadvantage is that it
cannot show the damaging effect of fatigue load on structural parts. The advantage of the improved
Lemaitre method is that it can fully show the damage process of fatigue load on structural parts, while
the disadvantage is that it needs a long calculation time. The UMAT subroutine must be modified
when different metal materials are switched.

3.4 Predicting Fatigue Life of Y-Section Subcomponents
For feature extraction of structural parts of integral investment casting casing of Ti2AlNb alloy,

there are many Y-shaped areas with three interface interactions in the casing section, as shown
in Fig. 13. According to this characteristic, the fatigue properties of the simulated subcomponents
were tested at the interface angles of 30°, 40° and 60°, respectively. The fatigue properties of the
subcomponents with different interface angles were compared and analyzed. Fig. 14 shows the
dimensions of the three Y-section subcomponents.

The fatigue life of the Ti2AlNb alloy Y-section subcomponents with the interface angle of 30°
was calculated under five different loads: 22, 20, 18, 16 and 14 kN. The fatigue life of the Y-section
subcomponents with the angle of 40° was calculated under five loads: 20, 18, 16, 14 and 12 kN. The
fatigue life of the Y-section subcomponents with the angle of 60° was calculated under five loads: 18,
16, 14, 12 and 10 kN. Fatigue life values predicted by Seeger theory (Seeger) and fatigue life values
predicted by the improved Lemaitre damage evolution theory (Lemaitre) are summarized, as shown
in Fig. 15.

The error between Seeger and the improved Lemaitre method, wY , is introduced:

wY =
∣∣Nf −Seeger − Nf −Lemaitre

∣∣
Nf −Lemaitre

× 100% (23)
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When the initial conditions are identical, Eq. (23) is used to analyze the predicted life values of
the two fatigue theories. At 550°C, the average errors of the maximum failure cycles of Y-section
subcomponents are 15.1%, 25.0% and 15.4% when the angle of the interface area is 30°, 40° and 60°,
respectively. At 650°C, the average errors are 19.8%, 26.8% and 21.6% when the angle is 30°, 40° and
60°, respectively.

Figure 13: Y-shaped area of aviation components

Figure 14: Dimension drawings of three Y-section subcomponents

Fig. 15 shows that when the maximum failure cycles are identical, the periodic loads carried
by Ti2AlNb alloy Y-section subcomponents at 650°C are all smaller than those carried at 550°C.
Temperature is negatively correlated with the fatigue life of the subcomponents. When the temperature
is constant, decreasing the load amplitude will increase the number of failure cycles of Ti2AlNb alloy
Y-section subcomponents. The load amplitude is negatively correlated with the fatigue life of the
subcomponents.

The effect of interface angle on the fatigue life of Ti2AlNb alloy Y-section subcomponents is
studied by two theoretical methods. When the initial conditions are T = 550°C and F = 14 kN, Seeger
theoretical fatigue life cloud diagrams of the three subcomponents are observed, as shown in Fig. 16.
When the interface angle is 30°, 40° and 60°, the maximum failure cycles are 3047, 1896 and 706,
respectively. The larger the interface angle, the smaller the fatigue life. When the initial conditions are T
= 550°C and F = 14 kN, the stiffness degeneration process of Ti2AlNb alloy Y-section subcomponents
at different interface angles is shown in Figs. 17–19, respectively. By observing the failure position of
the structures, it is found that the increase of the angle of the interface area will amplify the stress
concentration effect, thus reducing the fatigue life, which is consistent with the Seeger theory results.
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Figure 15: The maximum failure cycles of Ti2AlNb alloy Y-section subcomponents at different
interface angles, loads and temperatures

Figure 16: Seeger theoretical fatigue life cloud diagram of Ti2AlNb alloy Y-section subcomponents
(Initial conditions: T = 550°C, F = 14 kN)
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Figure 17: Damage evolution of Ti2AlNb alloy 30° Y-section subcomponents (Initial conditions: T =
550°C, F = 14 kN)
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Figure 18: Damage evolution of Ti2AlNb alloy 40° Y-section subcomponents (Initial conditions: T =
550°C, F = 14 kN)
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Figure 19: Damage evolution of Ti2AlNb alloy 60° Y-section subcomponents (Initial conditions: T =
550°C, F = 14 kN)

When the improved Lemaitre damage evolution theory is used to predict the fatigue life of
subcomponents, the maximum number of failure cycles is far less than expected, but the failure cycle
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cannot converge. At this point, stiffness degradation has just begun, so the number of cycles applied
at each analysis step needs to be adjusted. In addition, the unscientific division of the FEM grid will
also lead to the appearance of some defective data.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, the low cycle fatigue behaviour of Ti2AlNb alloy Y-section subcomponents has
been studied experimentally and numerically. The finite element simulation parameters of Ti2AlNb
alloy standard open-hole specimen were determined based on the fatigue test data. The fatigue life
of Ti2AlNb alloy Y-section subcomponents was predicted, which solved the problem that it was
difficult to conduct conventional fatigue tests for complex Ti2AlNb alloy subcomponents. Some
critical conclusions are summarized as follows:

(1) The convergence of the finite element model mesh of Ti2AlNb alloy standard open-hole
specimen was analyzed using fatigue test data at 550°C and 650°C. The optimal global mesh
size of the Seeger theory and the improved Lemaitre theory is 2 mm, and the optimal local
mesh size is 0.2 and 1 mm, respectively.

(2) The fatigue life of the Ti2AlNb alloy standard open-hole specimen was predicted. The average
error of maximum failure cycles of Ti2AlNb alloy standard open-hole specimen at 550°C and
650°C between Seeger theory and test is 12.4% and 15.2%, respectively. The nine-point average
error between the Seeger theory and the test value is 13.8%. The average error of maximum
failure cycles of Ti2AlNb alloy standard open-hole specimen at 550°C and 650°C between
improved Lemaitre damage evolution theory and test is 21.4% and 12.5%, respectively. The
stiffness of the grid element degrades rapidly when the cyclic stress is high, resulting in a
significant error at 550°C. The nine-point average error between the improved Lemaitre theory
and the test value is 16.9%. The average errors of fatigue life predicted by the Seeger theory
and the improved Lemaitre theory are 13.8% and 16.9%, respectively.

(3) The load amplitude, temperature, and Y-interface angle are negatively correlated with the
fatigue life of the Ti2AlNb alloy Y-section subcomponents. The average error of fatigue life
of Ti2AlNb alloy Y-section subcomponents predicted by two theoretical methods is 20.6%. By
observing the failure position of the structures, it is found that the increase of the angle of the
interface area will amplify the stress concentration effect, thus reducing the fatigue life, which
is consistent with the Seeger theory results.
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